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1. Council Decision on the accession of the European Community to the Convention on
   International Interests in Mobile Equipment and its Protocol on matters specific to aircraft
   equipment, adopted jointly in Cape Town on 16 November 2001
   
   - Adoption
     17103/08 JUSTCIV 263 TRANS 469
     15013/08 JUSTCIV 232 TRANS 369
     + COR 1
     + COR 2 (nl)
     + REV 1 (sk)
     + REV 2 (sl)
     + REV 3 (lt)
   
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.12.08

2. Recommendation from the Commission to the Council to authorise the Commission to
   negotiate on behalf of the Community a multilateral agreement on compensation to third party
   victims for damage caused by aircraft and arising from acts of unlawful interference or from
   general risk
   
   7737/09 JUSTCIV 64 AVIATION 46
   RESTREINT UE
   
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 25.03.09

3. Draft Council conclusions on the development of the SIRENE Bureaux in the framework of
   the SIS
   
   8107/09 JAI 182 SIRIS 50 COMIX 264
   
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09
   - Adoption
     6012/09 COPEN 20
     14571/08 COPEN 195
     + COR 1 (fr)
     + REV 1 (cs)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 18.02.09

5. Council Decision establishing the European Police Office (Europol)
   8706/3/08 REV 3 EUROPOL 47
   + REV 3 COR 1 (fi)
   + REV 4 (da)
   8142/1/09 REV 1 EUROPOL 21
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.10.08

6. Authorisation of Europol to enter into negotiations with Israel with a view to concluding an operational cooperation agreement
   8089/09 EUROPOL 17 JAIEX 19 ISR 2
   + COR 1
   5785/09 EUROPOL 8
   + ADD 2
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

   8090/09 ENFOPOL 65 ENFOCUSTOM 36
   + COR 1 (it)
   5827/2/09 REV 2 ENFOPOL 27 ENFOCUSTOM 20
   + REV 2 COR 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

8. Council Decision adjusting the basic salaries and allowances applicable to Europol staff
   8088/09 EUROPOL 16
   14479/08 EUROPOL 69
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09
9. Adoption of the Council Decisions on the signature and provisional application of the Agreements between the European Community and Antigua and Barbuda, the Commonwealth of the Bahamas, Barbados, the Republic of Mauritius, the Federation of Saint Kitts and Nevis, and the Republic of Seychelles, on the short-stay visa waiver

7886/09 VISA 105 AMLAT 33 COAFR 108
7514/09 VISA 93 AMLAT 26
  + COR 1
  + REV 1 (ro)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (ro)
7518/09 VISA 94 AMLAT 27
  + COR 1
  + REV 1 (ro)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (ro)
7520/09 VISA 95 COAFR 91
  + COR 1
  + REV 1 (ro)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (ro)
7522/09 VISA 96 AMLAT 28
  + COR 1
  + REV 1 (ro)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (ro)
7526/09 VISA 97 COAFR 92
  + COR 1
  + REV 1 (ro)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (ro)
7528/09 VISA 98 AMLAT 29
  + COR 1
  + REV 1 (ro)
  + REV 1 COR 1 (ro)
  + REV 2 (sl)
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09


- Adoption

7763/09 PESC 364 COEST 99
7713/09 PESC 360 COEST 97
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

11. Draft Council conclusions on establishing the EU-Belarus Human Rights Dialogue

8124/09 PESC 415 COHOM 54 COEST 113
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09


7458/09 FIN 76 PE-L 15
approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 25.03.09
13. Anti-dumping
- Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Council Regulation (EC) No 1858/2005 imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of steel ropes and cables originating, inter alia, in India
  7661/09 ANTIDUMPING 15 COMER 41 ASIE 11
  7662/09 ANTIDUMPING 16 COMER 42 ASIE 12
  + COR 1 (de)
  approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

14. Anti-dumping
  7616/09 ANTIDUMPING 12 COMER 38 CHINE 9
  7617/09 ANTIDUMPING 13 COMER 39 CHINE 10
  approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

15. Adoption of a Council Decision concerning the conclusions of consultations with the Islamic Republic of Mauritania under Article 96 of the revised Cotonou Agreement
  7859/09 ACP 73 COAFR 107 PESC 379 RELEX 262
  7857/1/09 REV 1 ACP 72 COAFR 106 PESC 378 RELEX 261
  approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

16. Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the conclusion of the additional protocol to the Agreement on Trade, Development and Cooperation between the European Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of South Africa, of the other part, to take account of the accession of the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union
  - Adoption
    8154/09 ACP 78 COAFR 116
    16447/08 ACP 242 COAFR 385
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

17. Proposal for an ACP-EU Heads of States/Governments Level Consultations on the Economic Partnership agreements (EPAs)
  - Draft reply
    8161/09 ACP 79 WTO 62
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 01.04.09

18. Adoption of a Council Decision on the position to be adopted by the European Community within the ACP-EC Council of Ministers regarding a decision to revise Annex II to the Cotonou ACP-EC Partnership Agreement
  7279/09 ACP 62 FIN 69 PTOM 16
  7339/09 ACP 63 FIN 73 PTOM 17
  approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 25.03.09
19. Proposal for a Council Decision establishing the position to be adopted on behalf of the European Community with regard to proposals for amending Annexes A, B and C to the Stockholm Convention at the fourth meeting of the Conference of the Parties on 4–8 May 2009
   - Adoption
     6617/1/09 REV 1 ENV 123 ENT 27 ONU 12
     approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 25.02.09

   - Adoption
     7598/1/09 REV 1 PECHE 66
     + REV 1 ADD 1
     + REV 1 ADD 2
     7116/09 PECHE 44
     + COR 1
     + COR 2 (nl)
     + COR 4 (fr)
     + COR 5 (nl)
     + REV 1 (lt)
     + REV 2 (fi)
     approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09

Public deliberation items

   - Adoption of legislative act
     PE-CONS 3602/09 CODIF 8 SAN 8 CODEC 67
     + COR 1 (hu)
     + REV 1 (lt)
     + REV 2 (bg)
     8032/09 CODEC 429 CODIF 28 SAN 62
     approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09
CLIMATE/ENERGY PACKAGE

   - Adoption of legislative act
     PE-CONS 3737/08 ENV 1042 ENER 480 IND 238 COMPET 596 MI 576
     ECOFIN 642 TRANS 496 AVIATION 308 CODEC 1906
     + COR 1 (fi)
     + COR 2 (ro)
     + REV 1 (de)
     8033/09 CODEC 430 ENV 247 ENER 98 IND 31 COMPET 168 MI 123
     ECOFIN 244 TRANS 123 AVIATION 53
     + ADD 1 REV 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09

23. Proposal for a Decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on the effort of Member States to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions to meet the Community’s greenhouse gas emission reduction commitments up to 2020 (LA)(First reading)
   - Adoption of legislative act
     PE-CONS 3738/08 ENV 1043 ENER 481 IND 239 COMPET 597 MI 577
     ECOFIN 643 TRANS 497 CODEC 1907
     + REV 1 (de)
     8035/09 CODEC 431 ENV 248 ENER 99 IND 32 COMPET 169 MI 124
     ECOFIN 245 TRANS 124
   approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09

   - Adoption of legislative act
     PE-CONS 3739/08 ENV 1044 ENER 482 IND 240 CODEC 1908
     + COR 1 (hu)
     + REV 1 (pt)
     + REV 2 (ro)
     8036/09 CODEC 432 ENV 249 ENER 100 IND 33
     + COR 1
     + ADD 1
     + ADD 1 COR 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09

- Adoption of legislative act
  PE-CONS 3736/08 ENER 479 ENV 1041 TRANS 495 AGRI 474 CODEC 1905
  + COR 1 (it)
  + COR 2 (pt)
  + REV 1 (nl)
  8037/09 CODEC 433 ENER 101 ENV 250 TRANS 125 AGRI 134
  + COR 1
  + ADD 1
  + ADD 1 COR 1
approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09


- Adoption of legislative act
  PE-CONS 3740/1/08 ENV 1045 ENT 337 ENER 483 TRANS 498
  CODEC 1909 REV 1
  + REV 1 COR 1 (bg)
  + REV 2 (ro)
  8040/09 CODEC 434 ENV 251 ENT 78 ENER 102 TRANS 126
  + ADD 1
approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09

Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council setting emission performance standards for new passenger cars as part of the Community's integrated approach to reduce CO2 emissions from light-duty vehicle (LA)(First reading)

- Adoption of legislative act
  PE-CONS 3741/08 ENV 1046 ENT 338 CODEC 1910
  + COR 1 (en)
  + REV 1 (bg)
  8041/09 CODEC 435 ENV 252 ENT 79
  + COR 1
  + ADD 1
  + ADD 1 COR 1
approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 01.04.09